H.D. Hollow Columns for Pre-Stressed Cable Design.

Fits in 26" X 8" Box Leads. Easily Adapts to Larger Lead Sizes.

Direct Drive Technology: Can drive up to 18" pipe pile as well as 14" H-pile.

Easily Adapts for Fork Lift or Crane Operation.

Can operate with 26" drive base and any insert to fit your pile sizes.

Infinite variable energy control: Control the energy for zero ft-lbs to maximum ft-lbs by dialing in the energy desired.

Dash 2 series provide 2 foot max stroke.
Dash 3 series provide 3 foot max stroke.
Dash 4 series provide 4 foot max stroke.

Swivel mount hydraulic hose gang clamp enables you to pivot the hoses to the desired location to keep them out of the way of piledriving operations.

Durable high pressure hydraulic hoses for the toughest job sites.

Heavy wear brass bushings for batter pile operations.

One piece Forged Steel Ram.

Easily operates off of APE power units.

Ram weight Range:
- 8,000 lbs = 4-2
- 10,000 lbs = 5-2
- 12,000 lbs = 6-2 or 6-4
- 14,000 lbs = 7-3
- 16,000 lbs = 8-3 or 8-4
- 20,000 lbs - 10-4 or 15-4

APE provides a full line of high quality power units but our HIH’s will run off most correct sized power units.

WHEN WE HAD TO CHOOSE BETWEEN QUALITY AND COST WE CHOOSE QUALITY EVERY TIME